WGS 275H1S: Men and Masculinities
This course draws on transnational scholarship in the social sciences to explore the social construction of men and masculinities in conjunction with analyses of race, class, gender, sexuality, language and citizenship. Masculinities, in its various forms, shape the lives of everyone-men, women, transgender and genderqueer people. This course will examine the construction, reproduction and impact of masculinities on the institutions of education, work, religion, sports, family, medicine, military and the media to name a few. The course will interrogate how masculinities shape individual lives, groups, organizations and social movements with particular attention paid to the ways in which power functions in these cultural formations.

Enrolment Estimate: 75 students
Estimated TA Support: 130 hours
Class Schedule: Wednesdays 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Salary: $8,323.20 (Sessional Lecturer I); $8,531.28 (Sessional Lecturer I Long Term); $8,739.36 (Sessional Lecturer II); $8,947.44 (Sessional Lecturer III)

Please note that should rates stipulated in the collective agreement vary from rates stated in this posting, the rates stated in the collective agreement shall prevail.

Qualifications:
Completed Ph.D. with a scholarly background in areas related to the specific course required. Teaching experience of a similar course at the university level would be preferred.

Note: Undergraduate or graduate students and postdoctoral fellows of the University of Toronto are covered by the CUPE 3902 Unit 1 collective agreement rather than the Unit 3 collective agreement, and should not apply for positions posted under the Unit 3 collective agreement.

Description of Duties:
• Preparing the course outline, syllabus and lectures
• Delivering lectures
• Developing, marking and administering course assignments, tests & exams
• Supervising TA(s)
• Holding regular office hours

Application Process:
Applicants should submit a cover letter, CV, evidence of teaching similar courses (if applicable), two letters of reference and the CUPE 3902 Unit 3 application form available at http://forms.hrandequity.utoronto.ca/#employment by Thursday, November 21, 2019.

Applications should be sent to:
Undergraduate Coordinator
c/o Paul Tsang, WGSI Business Officer
Women and Gender Studies Institute
New College, University of Toronto
40 Willcocks Street,
Toronto, ON M5S 1C6
Email: wgsi.bo@utoronto.ca

We prefer that applications and CVs be submitted by e-mail.

This notice is posted pursuant to the CUPE 3902 Unit 3 Collective Agreement.

The University of Toronto is strongly committed to diversity within its community and especially welcomes applications from visible minority group members, women, Aboriginal persons, persons with disabilities, members of sexual minority groups, and others who may contribute to the further diversification of ideas.

Final availability of the position is contingent upon final course determinations and enrolment.

Preference in hiring is given to qualified individuals advanced to the rank of Sessional Lecturer II or Sessional Lecturer III in accordance with Article 14:12.